Abstract -The effect of the satellite motion on two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) is analyzed. If two distances from two stations to the satellite are different, the non-reciprocal paths are produced, which impact the accuracy of TWSTFT. In addition, due to the Earth's rotation and the finite signal velocity, the non-reciprocal paths are also produced, and they mainly result from the variation of the satellite longitude and altitude.
Introduction
Satellite is indispensable for time and frequency transfer of the highest precision and accuracy over large distances, because this cannot be achieved by terrestrial communication techniques. TWSTFT technique via the geo-stationary communication satellite is the greatest prospect in the remote and precise time and frequency transfer. Nowadays, several TWSTFT links in Asia-Pacific region have also been constructed using the communication satellite located 150º E.
TWSTFT technique is for the point-to-point time transfer method. Each of the two laboratories requires a transmitting/receiving earth station to exchange timing information via a communication satellite, and the measurements consist of simultaneous time interval measurements at both sites in which the one pulse-per-second (1pps) signal is generated by the local clock. The principle of TWSTFT is set out in [1, 2] .
At present, the accuracy of the technique is towards as high as 1 nanosecond, therefore the impact of the systematic errors on accuracy must be studied in detail. A main factor affecting accuracy is satellite motion.
Effect of satellite motion on accuracy
The satellite used in TWSTFT is a geo-stationary satellite. Generally speaking, its motion mainly includes daily periodical motion and drift motion. To some extend, the distance from the station to the satellite can be considered as a sinusoid with amplitude and period of 24 h:
where 0 R is the normal distance from the station to the satellite, m R is the amplitude of the daily change, and  is the initial phase. The variation of the distance is:
The greatest rate of variation should be:
According to the various greatest amplitudes, we can get the greatest velocities of satellite motion relative the ground. Errors, relating to two aspects, result from the satellite motion. Since the two distances from two stations to the satellite are different, the time taken by the two signals from two stations to reach the satellite is different. Thus the satellite receives the two signals at different positions, which is shown in Fig. 1 (where G1 and G2 denote the two stations, and S1 and S2 denote the positions of the satellite).
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Fig1. The satellite receiving signal at different positions S G1 G2 An extreme case is with one station having an elevation of 6º and the other having an elevation of 90º . Thus the greatest difference from the two stations to the satellite is 5893 km Fig. 2 ). The corresponding greatest time difference is 19.66 ms. If the greatest amplitude reaches 60 km, according to the greatest velocity of the satellite motion relative the station, the non-reciprocal error is < 290 ps.
TableⅡshows such results of the non-reciprocities in some links that include TL-NICT, KRISS-NICT, SPRING-NICT, and NTSC-NICT, where NICT is National Institute of Information and Communications Technology of Japan, TL is Telecommunication Laboratories of Taiwan, KRISS is Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science, SPRING is Productivity and Standards Board of Singapore and NISC is National Time Service Center of China. It is easy to conclude when choosing a satellite for which both elevations are about the same, which can minimize the effect; or the effect can be eliminated by offsetting the transmission time. Due to the Earth's rotation and the finite signal velocity, the non-reciprocal paths are produced. The effect on TWSTFT is called Sagnac effect, which can be calculated by following formula [3] .
where  is the rate of Earth's rotation, C is the velocity of light, A is the equatorial projection of the area of the quadrangle the vertices of which are the center of the Earth and the positions of the stations on the surface of the Earth, and the position of the satellite with respect to the Earth's surface. It is thus a function of the positions of two stations and the satellite. The extreme case is about 420 ns for two stations at the equator, with each having an elevation of 6º , causing a maximal separation in longitude.
For the link of NTSC-NICT, the value of the Sagnac effect is 85.7 ns, and the effect coefficients of longitude, latitude and altitude of the satellite variation are approximately 66ps/0.1º , 0.13ps/0.1º and 2ps/km, respectively. Table Ⅲ shows such results of the nonreciprocities due to the Sagnac effect in some links. It shows that the errors primarily depend on the variation of the satellite longitude and altitude. Based on the extent of the satellite motion from the satellite control center (the longitude is within 150º E±0.05º , the latitude is within 0º ±0.05º , and the aviation of altitude is < 60 km), the error from the Sagnac effect is at order of 100 ps in several links. 
Conclusions
TWSTFT, employing a commercial communication satellite, is the only used technique allowing a remote timetransfer with accuracy potential being below 1ns. A main factor affecting the accuracy is the satellite motion. Errors, of two aspects, result from the satellite motion. One is that since the two distances from two stations to the satellite are different, the satellite receives the two signals at different position, and the non-reciprocities are produced. The largest non-reciprocal error is less than 50 ps in the links of AsiaPacific region. Another is that due to the Earth's rotation and the finite signal velocity, the non-reciprocal paths are also produced. We established that the variation primarily results from the satellite longitude and altitude, and the error from the Sagnac effect, is at order of 100 ps in these links.
